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To examine conservative–liberal differences in the extent to which partisan tweets reach less partisan
moderate users in a nonwestern context, we analyzed a network of retweets about former Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. The analyses consistently demonstrated that partisan tweets originating
from the conservative cluster reach a wider range of moderate users than those from the liberal
cluster. Network analyses revealed that while the conservative and the liberal clusters’ internal
structures were similar, the conservative cluster reciprocated the follows from moderate accounts at
a higher rate than the liberal cluster. In addition, moderate accounts reciprocated the conservative
cluster’s following at a higher rate than they did for the liberal cluster. The analysis of tweet content
showed no difference in the frequency of hashtag use between conservatives and liberals, but there
were differences in the use of emotion words and linguistic expressions. In particular, emotion words
related to the propagation of messages, such as those expressing “dislike”, were used more frequently
by conservatives, while the use of adjectives by conservatives was closer to that of moderate users,
indicating that conservative tweets are more palatable for moderate users than liberal tweets.
A growing body of research indicates fragmentation of political communication on social media1. Not only do
people tend to consume politically homogeneous information on social media selectively, but they also tend
to “friend” politically like-minded others selectively and disassociate from others with incongruent views2.
As a result, politically cross-cutting communication on social media decreases and communication becomes
fragmented3,4. Political communication within homogeneous echo chambers becomes polarized through the
reinforcement of prior attitudes, and negative feelings toward political outgroups lead to affective polarization.
However, politics is only one topic on social media, and many people do not show great interest or
involvement5. While political fragmentation and polarization on social media are often reported, the percentage of people posting and sharing politically active and partisan messages is relatively small. If highly partisan
social media users only internally share and circulate partisan messages within their own closed echo chambers
for mutual affirmation, they will rarely reach the majority of nonpartisan, ideologically moderate users. Put differently, if partisan echo chambers are closed structures and partisan messages do not spill over to persuadable
moderate users, then the impact of fragmentation and polarization on social media on public opinion will be
limited.
However, in reality, partisan messages spill over from fragmented clusters, reaching less partisan people with
less interest in politics. While some argue that the cost of “liking” or retweeting partisan messages is low, so the
real political consequences of such “clicktivism” are small6, others argue that when a message attracts a large
number of “likes” and retweets, the partisan messages become visible on social media and can have an impact on
public opinion, including those who are not politically active7. In addition, clicktivism allows partisan messages
to attract many “likes” and retweets, which draws the attention of the media, political elites, and c elebrities8. As
political elites respond to partisan messages and the media reports on related social media movements, partisan
messages reach even politically inactive people and raise their awareness, ultimately impacting political behavior
such as voting9–11. Therefore, in examining the impact of political communication on social media, it is necessary
to assess not only the level of fragmentation and polarization, but also the extent to which partisan messages
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spilling over from fragmented partisan echo chambers reach the apolitical and moderate mainstream. Against this
backdrop, this study examines three research questions about Twitter. (a) To what extent do partisan tweets reach
moderate users beyond partisan clusters? (b) Are there are differences in the degree of reach between ideological
conservatives and liberals? (c) If there are conservative–liberal differences, what causes them?
By focusing on Twitter, we deal with the public’s individualized and spontaneous political expression, rather
than the organized mobilization and persuasion by political parties and established political groups. This means
that we are concerned with connective action that is “individualized and technologically organized sets of processes that result in action without the requirement of collective identity framing or the levels of organizational
resources”12. According to Bennett and Segerberg12, “[t]he linchpin of connective action is the formative element
of ‘sharing’: the personalization that leads actions and content to be distributed widely across social networks”,
which is entirely in line with the scope of this study which analyzes retweets on Twitter.
Previous studies in Western democracies show that the nature and form of clicktivism differ between conservative and liberal people. Liberals in the American Twittersphere tend to focus on online activism using hashtags,
while conservatives tend to create their own information ecosystem with its own partisan media because they
have little trust in the mainstream m
 edia8. As a result, fragmented users who only retweet messages from their
in-group partisan media are more likely to be conservative than liberal. This is consistent with the finding that
conservatives have more homogeneous networks on Twitter than l iberals13. On the other hand, liberal messages
are more likely to be covered by the mainstream media; therefore, they are more likely to reach a wider range of
ideological individuals and institutions than conservative messages.
However, it is debatable whether conservative Twitter users are more disconnected from moderate users than
liberal users. For example, the probability of coming across cross-cutting content on Facebook has been found
to be higher for conservatives than for liberals3, suggesting that conservative clusters may have more networks
extending beyond their own cluster, which is not necessarily consistent with the finding that conservatives have
more homogeneous networks than liberals. One potential reason for these inconsistencies in the findings is the
context of research. Because political institutions and culture influence political communication on social media,
it is crucial to examine it in various political contexts to obtain findings with high generalizability. Nevertheless,
the propagation of partisan messages has rarely been studied in contexts other than the United States and a few
Western democracies. Therefore, this study examines the aforementioned research questions by probing Twitter
use in Japan, the democracy with the longest history in Asia.
Following the definition of ideology as the “total structure of the mind”14, we define ideology as the complex
network of values, attitudes, and beliefs that, taken as a whole, constitute an interpretive framework through
which to view the world. The liberal (progressive) versus conservative contrast described by Mannheim applies
to the current ideological landscape of Japan. Ideology in Japan primarily revolves around foreign policy and
national security, and “policy based party competition in Japan is inherently one dimensional—no matter which
substantive dimension of policy is considered, the parties are ranked in essentially the same way”15.
Conservatives in Japan have spent a long time shaping its partisan discourse and refining its narratives in a
way that is palatable even to less partisan people16. Liberals, on the other hand, have a long history of organized
offline activities based on labor unions and have not adapted effectively to online activism. In the early days of the
Internet in Japan, there was a temporary “liberal bias” because users were skewed toward the urban and highly
educated segments17. However, this gap has now disappeared, and conservative parties such as the incumbent
Liberal Democratic Party have adapted better to the online e nvironment18. This is consistent with the argument,
illustrated by European right-wing parties, that those with a vertical organizational structure are more efficient
in online mobilization and represent their constituents more e ffectively19. This difference in the efficiency of
social media outreach between conservative and liberal (or right- and left-wing) parties may be seen not only
in mobilization messages originating from the political elites, but also among general users. That is to say, in the
context of Japan, it is plausible that conservatives are more efficient in reaching politically inactive moderate users
than liberals. Based on these theoretical arguments, this study aims to describe the difference between Japanese
conservatives and liberals in the degree to which retweeted messages originating from each partisan cluster can
reach politically inactive moderate users on Twitter, as well as the causes of this difference.

Method

We analyzed the retweet network concerning former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. In order to examine the liberal–conservative asymmetry in reaching out to the middle, it is necessary to limit the analysis to political tweets
in some way. While many Japanese are apolitical and n
 onpartisan20, the prime minister is the most important
political actor and receives a lot of media attention, making it easy for even apolitical people to hold attitudes of
liking or disliking the prime minister. Moreover, since Japanese people use their likes and dislikes of the prime
minister as a cue to determine their policy a ttitudes21, the extent to which positive and negative messages about
the prime minister reach politically inactive moderate users plays a vital role in determining their policy attitudes.
For these reasons, we limited my analysis to tweets about Prime Minister Abe.
From Twitter API, a total of 129,639,061 tweets were collected from February 10, 2019 to October 7, 2020 that
included the word “Abe”. The word “Abe” could be expressed either as Chinese characters (“安倍”) or Japanese
Katakana (“アベ”). The Japanese Katakana version of “Abe” was included because opponents of the Abe administration often use it when referring critically to the former Prime Minister. The Abe administration ended on
September 16, 2020, but because many retrospective evaluations of the Abe administration’s performance and
of former Prime Minister Abe himself were posted, tweets dated up to October 7 were collected to cover these
evaluations.
Next, we divided the collected tweets into monthly segments and clustered the tweets for each month. Specifically, we clustered the top 500 retweets for each month using the method of Uchida et al.22. Bae et al. reported
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that 70% of the tweets retweeted more than 100 times had a retweet duration of ten days or less23. This finding
means that we need to set the time window to more than ten days to include popular tweets retweeted for a more
extended period in our analysis. Therefore, we set it to one month. In our data, 41% of the tweets retweeted more
than 100 times lasted for more than ten days, which indicates that we can include the long-circulating tweets in
our analyses. In constructing the tweet network, we applied weights based on the similarity of each link, namely
the Simpson coefficient. We define the Simpson coefficient as follows:

Simpson (A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
min{|A|, |B|}

For community detection, we employed the Louvain method, one of the modularity-based community detection methods, representing the degree of connectivity between a set of clusters24. By maximizing modularity,
the Louvain method detects clusters with high connectivity. More specifically, it quickly clusters the network
by performing local optimization and aggregating nodes that belong to the same community. Existing studies
show that the Louvain method performs better than other modularity optimization methods such as Clauset,
Newman, and Moore25, Pons and Latapy26, and Wakita and Tsurumi27.
We then listed the Twitter accounts that retweeted the tweets for each cluster each month. We mapped the
clusters across months by treating clusters with a high agreement in the list of accounts with those in adjacent
months as politically homogeneous and stable. Specifically, The similarity between cluster C
 M,p in month M and
cluster CM+1,q in month M + 1 is defined as.


 


sim CM,p , CM+1q = N CMp ∩ CM+1q /N CM+1q ,
where N(C) is the number of users who have retweeted the tweets in cluster C at least once. Among all the cluster
combinations between adjacent months, if the similarity is maximum and greater than 0.2, the two clusters are
considered to be the same cluster. As a result, two clusters emerged that remained stable throughout the data
collection period. After manually examining the content of the tweets in each of these two large clusters, we
determined that the clusters consisted of ideologically conservative tweets (N = 651) and liberal tweets (N = 3,001)
(see SI1 in the Supplementary Information online for the sample tweets).
From the detected conservative and liberal clusters of tweets, “core accounts” with strong partisanship were
defined. Specifically, an account was defined as a core liberal account if it retweeted tweets from the liberal cluster
more than 10 times and retweeted more than twice as many tweets from the conservative cluster. Similarly, we
defined an account as a core conservative account if it retweeted the tweets of the conservative cluster more than
10 times and retweeted more than twice as many tweets as those of the liberal cluster. The cut-off of 10 times
was set as a criterion to include at least 70% of the accounts that retweeted tweets from the liberal/conservative
cluster at least once. With this criterion, 94% of the accounts that retweeted tweets from the liberal cluster at
least once and 78% of the accounts that retweeted tweets from the conservative cluster at least once were defined
as core accounts. The 10 retweets criterion is commonly found in previous studies28,29. As a result, 134,855 core
liberal accounts and 88,709 core conservative accounts were identified. Users who did not belong to either the
liberal or conservative core accounts were defined as “noncore accounts”, which are supposed to be less partisan,
moderate users. Of the tweets from the liberal cluster, 91.1% were posted by core liberal accounts. Of those from
the conservative cluster, 62.2% were posted by core conservative accounts.

Analysis. First, we analyzed whether tweets from the conservative cluster or the liberal cluster are more likely
to reach noncore accounts. For this purpose, we calculated the following “noncore rate” to see how many tweets
from the conservative and liberal clusters are retweeted by noncore accounts.
Noncore rate =

1  #of noncore users
,
N
#of All RT users

where N is the number of tweets in each cluster. The higher the noncore rate, the more likely retweets by noncore
accounts are; i.e., the more likely a tweet is to be shared and seen by more moderate users in addition to highly
partisan users. The noncore rate for tweets belonging to the liberal cluster was 6.46%, and for the conservative
cluster it was 23.23%. The difference between the two ratios was statistically significant (t(726) = 31.29, p < 0.001
(two-tailed), Cohen’s d = 1.60). In other words, conservative tweets have greater reach to less partisan moderate
accounts than liberal tweets. To show this difference visually, we plotted the number of retweets on the horizontal
axis (tweets on the left have more retweets), and the ratio of core liberal accounts, core conservative accounts, and
noncore accounts among the retweeters is shown on the vertical axis. Figure 1 shows the plot of liberal tweets
on the left and that of conservative tweets on the right.
As shown in Fig. 1, more than 80% of the top 95.4% of liberal tweets are retweeted by liberal core accounts.
In contrast, only the top 50.7% of conservative tweets have more than 80% of their retweets from conservative
core accounts. There is a pronounced asymmetry in that liberal tweets are overwhelmingly retweeted by core
liberal accounts, while noncore accounts retweet a substantial portion of conservative tweets. Therefore, we can
conclude that in Japan, partisan tweets about Prime Minister Abe from the conservative side are more likely
to reach moderate users than those from the liberal side. What causes this liberal–conservative asymmetry in
reaching out to the middle? First, we tested the network hypothesis that conservative and liberal users differ
in their reach to less partisan, moderate users because of differences in the structure of the networks they each
constitute on Twitter. The retweet network and the follow relationships serve different analytical purposes. The
retweet network is suitable for analyzing the propagation of messages. Therefore, we first analyzed the retweet
network of tweets from the conservative and liberal clusters to understand the difference in reaching moderate
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Figure 1.  Reach of core conservative/liberal tweets to noncore accounts.

Figure 2.  Distributions of network degrees inside partisan clusters.

users. On the other hand, connections among accounts represent more stable relationships of users. Therefore, in
the following analyses, we analyzed the connections among accounts to probe why tweets from the conservative
cluster propagate better than those from the liberal cluster.

Network hypothesis. First, the extent of reach to moderate users could be attributed to a difference in
network structure within the two clusters. Specifically, suppose the network density of the core liberal cluster
is higher than that of the core conservative cluster; liberal tweets would be more likely to be retweeted and
circulated inside the cluster, making them less likely to spill over beyond the cluster. Figure 2 compares the distributions of the network degrees between core liberal accounts and core conservative accounts. Each of these
two networks is an undirected graph created with the core liberal and core conservative accounts as nodes and
each following relationship with the account as an edge. As shown in Fig. 2, the two distributions are similar,
indicating no difference between liberals and conservatives in terms of the network structure inside the clusters.
Next, we examine how partisan users are connected to moderate users by analyzing the network structure
between core and noncore accounts. This is a network in which one end of an edge is a core account while the
other is a noncore account, which reflects the openness of conservative and liberal cluster structures. The lefthand side of Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the degrees of edges in which core accounts follow noncore accounts,
while the right-hand side shows that of noncore accounts following core accounts. In both figures, the distributions of core conservative networks are shifted to a higher order than those of core liberal accounts, indicating
better connections to noncore accounts. On the left side of Fig. 3, the mean degree was 681.7, and the median
300 for the liberal cluster, while the mean degree was 940.4 and the median 450 for the conservative cluster. On
the right-hand side of Fig. 3, the mean degree was 654.4 and the median 152 for the liberal cluster, while the
mean and median were 732.4 and 253, respectively, for the conservative cluster. These results indicate that core
conservative accounts have a more outwardly open network structure than core liberal accounts.
To examine the networking differences between core liberal and core conservative accounts further, we
analyzed the reciprocity of followership. Because bidirectional linkage is less likely to be disconnected than
unidirectional linkage30, the follow-back rate at least partially reflects the strength of conscious motivation to
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Figure 3.  Degrees of edges between core and noncore accounts.
build and maintain a network that extends beyond the partisan clusters. We calculated the percentage of noncore
accounts that follow core accounts and are followed back by liberal and conservative core accounts. On average,
the follow-back rate by the liberal cluster of noncore accounts is 51.0%, whereas for conservative clusters it is
61.8%, which is a highly significant statistical difference (t(179774) = –90.26, p < 0.001 (two-tailed), Cohen’s d = 0.40).
We next examined the extent to which liberal and conservative core accounts are followed back by noncore
accounts. This indicates the extent to which core accounts’ follows are reciprocated when they try to expand their
reach by following less partisan, moderate users. This indicator is important because messages from partisan
clusters will not reach moderate accounts if the core accounts are not followed back when they follow noncore
accounts. Among the noncore accounts followed by core accounts, 29.9% of liberal and 38.0% of conservative
core accounts are followed back, which is a statistically significant difference (t(169391) = –70.36, p < 0.001 (twotailed), Cohen’s d = 0.32). Therefore, core conservative accounts enjoy higher reciprocity of followership from
noncore accounts.

Contents hypothesis. So far, the results support the network hypothesis that conservatives have greater
reach to moderate users than liberals because of better structural connections to moderate users. However, it is
not only the difference in network structures that leads to asymmetric reach to moderate users. It is also possible
that differences in tweet content creates a difference in their acceptance by moderate users. For example, liberals may be more likely to use uncivil and aggressive criticism of conservative Prime Minister Abe, which may
cause them to be shunned by moderate users, resulting in lower reach. To examine these differences in the tweet
content, we analyzed (a) the use of hashtags, (b) the use of emotion words, and (c) the similarity of linguistic
expressions between moderate users.
Hashtags make it easier for politically like-minded people to share tweets on a particular i ssue8. At the same
time, hashtags may prevent partisan messages from spilling over beyond clusters by facilitating the circulation
of the messages only within the partisan clusters. For example, #安倍やめろ (“Step down, Abe”) was a common
hashtag used by liberals who were critical of the Prime Minister. While these hashtags make it easier for highly
partisan liberals to find political in-group members and boost their solidarity, their strongly partisan implications
may make moderate users hesitate to retweet them. This is because noncore users are less interested in politics and
less partisan, so they are less likely to share tweets containing hashtags reflecting intense partisanship. Therefore,
the use of partisan hashtags may restrict the propagation of partisan tweets to within the cluster and suppress
their reach to noncore users. Among the liberal cluster tweets, 9.3% used hashtags, compared with 12.0% of
the conservative cluster tweets. These ratios were statistically indistinguishable (χ2(1) = 3.561, n.s.). Therefore,
the hypothesis that liberal tweets are less likely to reach noncore users because they use partisan hashtags more
frequently was not supported.
Next, we examine the emotion words in tweets, because emotion expressed on social media is contagious,
influencing subsequent posts and sharing by r eaders31. For example, Vosoughi et al.32 studied the propagation of
fake news on Twitter and found that misinformation was more likely to spread when tweets contained emotional
content that inspired “surprise” and “disgust”. On the other hand, content expressing sadness, anticipation, and
trust promoted the spread of accurate information. Based on these findings, Fig. 4 shows the distributions of
emotion words in tweets belonging to the conservative and liberal clusters. To extract emotion words, we used
ML-Ask by Ptaszynski et al.33, a standard corpus of sentiment words in analyses of the Japanese language.
Figure 4 shows that, in general, the conservative cluster uses emotion words more frequently than the liberal
cluster. Statistically significant differences were found in “dislike”, “joy”, “fondness”, “anger”, “shame”, and “excitement”, all of which were more frequent in the conservative cluster. In light of the findings by Vosoughi et al.32,
the frequent expression of the “dislike” sentiment in conservative clusters may increase the reach of these tweets.
However, there was no difference in “surprise”, which Vosoughi et al.32 found effective in spreading fake news.
This may be due to the qualitative difference between the fake news studied by Vosoughi et al.32 and the tweets
about Abe in this study, which were not necessarily fake news. Overall, although some emotions were found to
be more frequently expressed in conservative tweets than in liberal tweets (e.g., “dislike”), the difference was not
sufficiently consistent to explain the liberal–conservative asymmetry in reaching the middle.
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Figure 4.  Distributions of emotion words.
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Figure 5.  Similarities of linguistic expressions between liberal, conservative, and randomly sampled users.
Finally, we test the hypothesis that the linguistic expressions used in the conservative and liberal clusters’
partisan messages are different. The use of words is an essential aspect of social i dentity34. Therefore, a message
with significantly different words from one’s usual linguistic expressions would be considered to be from a
social, political, or cultural out-group, which would reduce the probability of acceptance. In other words, just as
the use of partisan hashtags may alienate noncore accounts, moderate users will shun a tweet as coming from
a politically extreme out-group if too many partisan expressions are used. More specifically, the word choice of
the liberal cluster may diverge further from that of noncore accounts than the conservative cluster, which may
make it harder for average users to empathize with them, reducing the liberal cluster’s reach.
To probe this hypothesis, we compared the linguistic expressions of conservative, liberal, and randomly sampled users. Random users are those randomly extracted from the stream data, so they are not necessarily those
who retweeted the tweet about Prime Minister Abe. We collected the last 200 tweets of the 5000 core accounts
with the most posts in each group and examined their linguistic expressions. The words were divided into two
groups—nouns and adjectives—and the similarities between the three user groups were compared. The results
are shown in Fig. 5. For both nouns and adjectives, there were more similarities between conservative and liberal
core users than between the randomly sampled users and either the conservative or liberal users. This result
indicates that the strongly ideological conservative and liberal users tend to use similar linguistic expressions. For
nouns, the similarity between liberal and conservative users is strong because both groups tend to tweet about
politics, but this topic is rarely shared with the random sample, which corroborates the view that average users
are largely indifferent to politics. On the other hand, in the use of adjectives, the similarity between liberal and
conservative users is highest, but conservative users are more similar to the random sample. Given that random
users are likely to be less partisan and more moderate than core liberal or conservative users, liberal users use
linguistic expressions that differ further from those used by moderate users, which may restrict the reach of
liberal tweets to moderate users.
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Discussion

Examining the penetration of partisan messages to moderate users is imperative to understand the political consequences of social media use. Strongly partisan users have been shown to be embedded in closed and coherent
clusters, but little is known how their messages reach beyond cluster borders to moderate users. Focusing on the
Japanese Twitterverse, we demonstrated that conservative messages are more effectively conveyed to moderate
users than liberal messages. The network analysis indicated that the conservative cluster is structurally better
connected to moderate users than the liberal cluster. While the two major partisan clusters’ internal structures
were similar, the conservative cluster reciprocated follows from moderate accounts at a higher rate than the
liberal cluster. In addition, moderate accounts reciprocated the conservative cluster’s follows at a higher rate
than they did for the liberal cluster. On the other hand, the analysis of tweet content showed no difference in the
frequency of hashtag use between conservatives and liberals, but there were differences in the use of emotion
words and linguistic expressions. In particular, emotion words conveying dislike were used more frequently by
conservatives, who also used adjectives in a more similar way to moderate users, indicating that conservative
tweets are more palatable to less partisan users than liberal tweets. These differences in content may also assist
conservative tweets in reaching the middle.
This study has a number of implications. First, our results strongly indicate that Twitter is not an even playing field for conservatives and liberals in Japan. The more effective use of social media by conservatives than by
liberals is consistent with the argument of Bennett et al.19. These partisan gaps in reach to moderate users could
have tangible electoral consequences. Less partisan, moderate individuals tend to have less political knowledge, so
they are relatively persuadable through campaigns35. In particular, Japan has witnessed weakening links between
political parties and electorates since the 1990s, so it has become crucial to gain support from the nonpartisan
electorate to win e lections20. The fact that conservatives have better reach to the persuadable middle suggests
that partisan competition in the digital environment may increasingly favor conservatives.
Second, the most urgent task for liberals is to reestablish connections with the middle. The liberal cluster has
a more closed network than the conservative cluster and does not effectively reach the moderate users. Liberals
who are critical of the Abe administration tend to be in the middle and older age g roups36. These generational
factors may hinder their effective use of social media. For liberal partisan messages to penetrate in the same
way as those from conservatives, they will need to go beyond self-enforcing communication within the partisan
enclave and actively build networks to persuade and mobilize the middle.
Third, as a more theoretical implication, this study shows the importance of studying retweets. There is
already a considerable body of knowledge on the creation of partisan echo chambers by selective friending on
social media37. However, the degree of ideological fragmentation alone does not reveal differences in reaching the
middle. Because there are generally more moderate voters with weak or no partisanship than strongly partisan
voters who form echo chambers in social media, it is crucial to analyze the extent to which partisan messages
reach moderate voters.
Several limitations remain to be addressed. First, this study could not examine the impact of bots38. If a large
number of bots were included that automatically retweet partisan messages, the findings of this study might
not accurately reflect behavior by humans. However, our ancillary analysis shows that the impact of bots is not
significant, if there is any (see SI2 in the Supplementary Information online). We also examined the possibility
that many of the core conservative accounts engage in organized activities, particularly astroturfing by J-NSC38,
a group of online activists who support the conservative incumbent Liberal Democratic Party, but our results
suggest that this is unlikely (see SI3 in the Supplementary Information online).
Second, we found that conservatives are better connected to moderate users, but it is not clear from this study
whether this is the result of intentional networking by conservative users. Whether this represents a strategic
effort to expand reach to moderates is an issue that future research needs to clarify.
Third, since this study limited its analysis to tweets about Prime Minister Abe who is conservative, it is not
clear whether conservatives would still have greater reach to moderate users than liberals if the prime minister were a liberal. A similar analysis is theoretically possible for the opposition leaders, but the volume of (re)
tweets about the opposition leader is much lower than that about Prime Minister Abe, and thus stable clusters
cannot be detected. However, it should be noted that, as mentioned earlier, conservative tweets are less than
liberal tweets, and core conservative accounts are also less than core liberal accounts, so it is difficult to make the
interpretation that conservatives tweet more or are more likely to be retweeted simply because Prime Minister
Abe is a conservative.
Last, this study is a single-country study focusing only on Twitter in Japan. In this regard, cross-national
studies are desired because the way conservatives and liberals connect with moderates may differ depending
on political institutions and cultures. Nevertheless, given that most previous studies have been limited to North
American and European democracies, it is significant to provide knowledge on Japan as an established democracy in East Asia.
Received: 28 March 2021; Accepted: 6 September 2021
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